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Method for gaming and gaming system

Field of the invention

The present invention relates to a method for gaming and for a gaming system.

More particularly the present invention relates to networked or mobile gaming on

WWW page, Internet-transmitted application or other digital image content with a

terminal.

Background of the invention

As the use of the Internet and other network technologies has become daily life,

gaming and gambling have also been implemented to that environment. Several

types of Internet-based games and gaming methods are generally known. In one

field of such gaming a link to a game is provided on a WWW page. Such link may

be in the form of a banner which is associated with an advertisement. Generally a

person clicks the advertisement link or banner ad with mouse and is redirected to

a Web page where the game is provided. The user may be redirected to a new

site, but usually one or more new windows are opened, which may irritate the per

son interested only in the game. Also the redirection from the original WWW page

may confuse the user and the original page may be lost or at least extra actions

are required by the user to get back to the original content and/or to close the ex

tra windows. Sometimes a pop-up blocker application may prevent the window

from opening and the gaming is not possible. In many cases user has to specif i

cally register to the gaming system and type in personal information and for exam

ple payment information.

Therefore simple and more reliable solutions for providing such gaming are re

quired.

Summary of the invention

The present invention provides a method for playing a networked game on WWW

page, Internet-transmitted application or other digital image content containing a

banner associated with the game, wherein the game content is run or shown on

the banner area, wherein the game content is provided directly from the client sys-



tern, from host pages/system, from banner game service provider's pages/gaming

system, from casino company's pages/system or the like.

The present invention also provides a gaming system comprising a client system,

an application provided in the client system containing a gaming section banner

area, and the gaming system arranged to run or show the game content on the

banner area, wherein the game content is provided directly from the client system,

from host pages/system, from banner game service provider's pages/gaming sys

tem, from casino company's pages/system or the like. The gaming system is a r

ranged to carry out any method of the present invention.

An advantage of the present invention is that the game is provided in the client

system, such as an advertiser's system, without a need to further go to the game

provider's WWW pages or other system. All gaming events occur directly on the

same WWW page where the game is shown without redirecting the player to a n

other web site or opening new pages or windows. This makes the gaming very

simple.

Another advantage of the present invention is that gaming service providers such

as Internet casinos can now directly benefit from other WWW sites. For example

all WWW sites using this technology become also gaming/gambling sites of men

tioned Internet casino.

Still another advantage of the present invention is that no separate registration to

gaming system is necessarily needed for playing. This will lower the threshold to

start playing, i.e. impulsive playing is easily possible.

Still another advantage of the present invention is that no payment information for

paying the prize is necessarily needed prior to playing.

One aspect of the present invention refers to a method described herein for play

ing a banner game.

Another aspect of the present invention refers to a gaming system for playing the

banner game as described in the method above.

Still another aspect of the present invention refers to a server or device arrange

ment for providing the banner game as described in the method above.

Next the present invention will be described in detail. Reference will be made to

the following figures.



Brief description of the drawings

Figure 1 shows a schematic drawing of an example of a system according to

present invention.

Figure 2 shows a schematic structure of a Web page containing banners, the

upper banner area being associated with the game.

Figure 3 shows the same page wherein the game banner will expand when the

mouse cursor is moved over the banner.

Figure 4 shows a flow chart of the server processes.

Figure 5 shows another flow chart of the server processes.

Detailed description of the invention

The present invention relates to gambling and gaming within WWW page, Internet

application or other content shown within Internet browser or the like in a banner

or other dedicated area. Such games are arranged so that the system provides

necessary game or games and any or all of the following: means of gaming, player

identifying, game payment and cash-out arrangements, from a server and embeds

them to another WWW page or the like that comes either from a third party server

or from the gaming provider.

The present invention provides a method and system for playing a networked

game on WWW page or Internet-transmitted application. The "WWW page" refers

to any known Web pages, such as HTML-based pages, XML-based pages, WWW

pages containing Java or any other inter- or intranet-transmitted content suitable

for the purpose of showing and/or delivering programmed content over the Internet

or other suitable network. This also includes socalled fullscreen browser applica

tions or active desktops or the like. Generally such pages are available on the

Internet or similar network. The "Internet-transmitted applications" relate to Java,

Ajax, Flash or SWF, SVG, ActiveX, MAME or any such means of showing and run

ning programmable content. The "digital image content" refers to any other suit

able content where the banner may be located, such as TV or other video image

or the like.



The embodiments provided herein referring to WWW pages may also be applied

to other similar embodiments, such as to Internet-transmitted applications, digital

video or TV content or the like.

The WWW page, the Internet-transmitted application or other suitable digital im

age content contains a banner area associated with the game. The association

may be a hyperlink, directly embedded to the presenting layer, e.g. WWW page,

runtime loadable program module, one-time disposable application or any other

means of transferring or placing content to the carrier WWW page or the Internet-

transmitted application.

The "banner" refers to a separate section or area on a hypertext page, Internet

application, Java application, video or TV picture or the like such as a WWW page.

A banner may be embedded in a WWW page as a commercial or the like. It may

contain one or more areas of specific size and shape, such as rectangular, square

or other shapes. Generally a banner is associated with a link to specific informa

tion. In the present invention the banner is associated with game content which is

run or shown on the banner area itself, not e.g. on a separate WWW page. The

banner may also be an area embedded in other digital image content, such as TV

picture or display of digital TV. The banner can be fixed in size or it can alter its

size according to user actions, e.g. the banner area may be resized bigger when

the user moves mouse pointer or other pointing device over it (Figures 2 and 3).

In the method and system of the present invention the game content is run or

shown on the banner area. The "game content" refers to a specific application item

or the like which is run or shown in the banner itself. It may be the game applica

tion itself or it may contain or be associated to an application of the client system

which fetches or runs the games/game events outside the system. Such applica

tion may show the game either partially or as a whole. If only a part of the game is

shown, the whole application may be shown (Figure 3) e.g. by placing mouse or

other cursor on the game and possibly by pressing one or more buttons or the like

or by any other suitable way.

Suitable games to be provided in the banner according to the present invention in

clude virtually any game which can be applied to be played in the banner. Non-

limiting examples of such games include casino games or other traditional money

games, any entertainment game, quiz show, scratch ticket, any game providing

the gaming event instantly or providing a sum of several gaming events, such as

an adventure or platform game wherein wins are collected, e.g. a Mario Bros -type



of game, games providing the wins in a sustained way, such as an online Formula

game wherein the wins are delivered after certain time, or the like.

The game is run or shown in the client system prior to loading, during the WWW

page load time or after it. It may also start after user intervention such as moving

or clicking a pointing device or interacting with the content using touch screen,

video captured movements or any means of communicating with the host system.

In one embodiment the game content is provided directly from the client system,

from host pages/system, from banner game service provider's pages/gaming sys

tem, from a casino company's pages/system or the like. The host system refers to

a server, such as a WWW page server which provides the initial content, such as

WWW pages in which the banner or banners are then attached or embedded.

The client system generally comprises a hardware and software arrangement that

can visually show and run Internet-related or other suitable content. This kind of

system typically runs on an operating system such as Windows, Mac OS, Sym-

bian, Linux, Unix or the like. The actual content may be shown in a separate

browser application such as Internet Explorer, Mozilla, Firefox, Safari, Opera or

any other program capable of presenting such content. The content may be also

shown as a part of visual desktop or windowing system either in a window or a

frame or directly as part of the actual application desktop. Typically this kind of

embedding is done in active desktop, transparent or partially transparent fullscreen

browser windowing, Mac Dashboard applications, Windows gadget applications,

or the like.

In still another embodiment the game event takes place in the client system, host

pages/system, banner game service provider's pages/gaming system, a casino

company's pages/system or in combinations thereof.

In another embodiment the game content contains an application of the client sys

tem which fetches or runs the games/game events outside the client system. The

applications may then notify the host system of these events. The gaming events

are sent and received by the gaming system, e.g. the game is run in the gaming

system and the graphical output or user interface is shown in the banner.

The present invention furthermore provides a method wherein in the gaming ses

sion the game is provided in the client system, the player is individualized to the

system, one or more gaming events are run, the player is charged directly or ind i

rectly for the gaming event before, during or after the event, win or lose is deter-



mined and reported and arrangements of the payments in case of a win are car

ried out.

In one embodiment the user is individualized by an existing user identifier or other

means without a specific registration to the gaming system. The "individualizing" or

"identifying" as used herein refers to any means for distinguishing a specific user

from other users rather than finding out user identity. However, eventually the true

user identity or gaming account nickname or the like may be revealed, especially

in the case of win and/or prize payment. In this embodiment the user has an ex ist

ing identifier which is not originally related to the game, such as already existing

gaming account and password, Internet browser cookie or the like, phone number,

social security number, bank security code, biometric ID, national or international

digital ID, trusted device identification, credit card number, IMEI code, SIM code,

other trusted account identification, digital television terminal ID code, network ad

dress, such as a logical address (e.g. IP address) or a link layer address (e.g.

MAC address), any other suitable code, number or other means of identifying, d e

termining or otherwise separating and uniquely identifying players from each oth

ers, which identifier already exists before starting the gaming session. As no sepa

rate registration is needed, fewer actions are required, the game can be started

immediately and the threshold to start playing is very low. Also the prize payment

information can easily be provided only afterwards in the case of a win as the

player is individualized automatically

This existing identifier does not have to be provided by the gaming service pro

vider and this is why the user does not necessarily have to actively register to the

gaming service but the service will recognize said existing identifier and use it to

identify the user. The gaming service provider may register said existing user iden

tifier on a database or the like, send a cookie to user application or WWW

browser, but in the present invention this is not considered as registration for the

game by the user, since the identifier is given without any separate active action

by the user. In a case where the gaming service provider is also a telephone o p

erator or the like, the existing identifier may be provided by the same service pro

vider, but substantially for other purposes than playing. A general example of such

identifier is a phone number, which is originally given for operating a telephone,

not for gaming purposes. Another example is a cookie set to user's browser for

identifying the user and reclaiming the wins in another or 3rd party system.

Said existing user identification may be provided to the gaming system by any

suitable means. In one embodiment the identification is provided as a phone num-



ber within a text message. In another embodiment the identification is provided as

entering the user name and password or entering credit card information in su it

able fields within the banner. In another embodiment the identification is provided

by using a specific reader associated with the terminal used for playing, which

reader may read information from the identification means. Such reader may be

remote or wireless type of reader or a reader in contact with the identification

means. Examples of such readers are a card reader, such as bank or credit card

or identification card reader, a smart card reader, a conax payment reader, a Blue

tooth or wireless USB connection to contact the identification means, such as a

mobile phone or the like which contains the user identification, or an optical

reader, such as bar code reader.

The user may also register or apply for a gaming or payment account using the

banner application.

Generally the system of the present invention may include the end user of the ser

vice (player), the network or mobile phone operator, the WWW page content pro

vider, gaming service provider and the payment systems.

The "end user" of the service refers to a user, or the player, who plays the game

according to the invention. The end user, or user or player as referred herein,

generally uses a terminal for personal computing needs, Internet browsing, as a

communication device or entertainment. In the method and the system of the pre

sent invention the terminal provides the client system. Generally said terminal may

be any known computer or a mobile terminal, such as an Internet or network-

connected PC, digi-TV, set-top-box (such as a digi-tv-set-top-box), game console,

mobile phone or any other mobile device, e.g. "communicator" or personal digital

assistance type of device. Such terminal is capable of communicating on suitable

network, such as on the Internet, a wireless network or the like, for example on a

cellular phone network, wi-fi-network, or satellite network. The user messages ac

cording to the invention are generally sent by the user with said terminal to the

service provider.

The "network or mobile phone operator" refers to the service provider, who pro

vides the wireless or wired network services, such as mobile phone services or

Internet services to enable the network or mobile phone communication between

its clients. Said operator may also debit the costs of games and/or win prizes or in

termediate such payments.



The "gaming service provider" refers to the gaming operator, who provides the

gaming service. Generally said gaming service provider utilizes the services of the

network, Internet or mobile phone operator. The gaming service provider may also

be a network, Internet, cable TV, terrestrial or satellite operator for analog or digital

television networks, closed gaming network operator such as gaming console

networks or cable TV operator networks, iMode network or other operator-

controlled private network, digital radio, mobile phone operator or any other suit

able operator network or the like. The "gaming system" refers to the system or sys

tems of the gaming service provider needed to enable the playing of the game ac

cording to the invention. The gaming system may contain one or more servers,

networks, data bases and other suitable device and software arrangements. Gen

erally such gaming system works substantially automatically without any user in

tervention by the gaming operator. In some gaming forms the gaming operator

may assist or control the gaming system. Typical example of this may be officially

drawn lottery games, other draws or the like.

The "payment systems" refers to any suitable payment system to be used in the

method of the present invention. Such payment systems include the systems of a

bank or other monetary institution or the like. Payment can also be made in ad

vance by purchasing or otherwise paying for credits that can be used to pay for

gaming events (prepaid systems, payment systems for digital television etc., credit

or debit cards, premium payment systems, payphone systems, existing gaming

account debit/credit, one-time scratch cards etc.

In one embodiment the gaming service provider gives the player one or more free

games, for example the first game(s) to introduce the player to the game. This will

make the gaming more tempting since the player can try the game immediately for

free. The system may recognize the player's existing user identification, network

address or the like and restrict the amount of free games based on that.

The prize (or prizes), such as money or other goods, of the game may or may not

be predetermined or the prize may be associated with the profit, revenues, number

of players, number of gaming events or other measurable or non-measurable

quantities of the service.

The prize may be delivered to the winner directly during the gaming event, such as

a gaming session, it can be delivered indirectly to an institution, such as a bank or

other monetary institution assigned by the player by any suitable means, or any

other notification or proof of wins that can be claimed after the gaming event such



as showing receipt of win to a trusted 3rd party. Examples of such means are bank

transfer, existing gaming accounts on 3rd party gaming providers, other suitable

account providers, money order notes, tokens or jetons, gaming chips, payment

order, giro transfer, cheque or any other generally known means or method for

transferring money or other goods,

The prize may be transferred automatically or by the user of the service or repre

sentative thereof, immediately or delayed in respect of the gaming event.

The payment of the prize may be secured in any suitable way known in the art.

One example of such secure system is to provide a verification code, which must

be sent back to the sender in order to accept the event associated with the verif i

cation. For example one embodiment of the present invention provides a system

wherein the user sends a message to gaming system to give the user's bank ac

count information for the prize payment. The gaming system will reply with a mes

sage containing a complex verification code. Then the user will send back this

code to the gaming system to accept the payment, and the gaming system will pay

the prize to the bank account given. The user may send back the whole message

containing the verification code or only a part of it, such as only said verification

code. This method can be utilized with user actions but it can also be partly or

completely automated. Another embodiment of the present invention provides a

system wherein the user inputs user's existing gaming account information from

3rd party gaming institute, and the wins are directly wired to user's gaming account

within this 3rd party system.

The "gaming session" refers to one single gaming event starting from the event

wherein the user starts utilizing the gaming system for the first time for that part icu

lar game until the end of that gaming event, such as the reporting of the result or

the acceptance of the prize payment. If the user starts again another similar gam

ing event by contacting the gaming system again in the same manner as before, it

should be considered as another gaming session, even though the user identif ica

tion information or payment method could be already recognized by the gaming

system.

The present invention also provides a gaming system comprising a client system,

as described above, an application provided in the client system containing a gam

ing section banner area, and the gaming system arranged to run or show the

game content on the banner area. In certain embodiments the gaming system is



arranged to carry out any of the methods according to the present invention as de

scribed herein.

In one embodiment the gaming system is arranged to get the banner game con

tent from a game service provider. This may for example include a separate ban

ner gaming system containing one or more suitable servers, such as a banner

manager server, data base server, gaming event server or any other suitable

servers or the like. Further, a casino games network may be included providing the

actual game, and it may include a gaming server or other suitable servers which

also may take care of the player's gaming account or the like.

An example of such system setup according to the invention is shown on Figure 1.

User 1 may use any suitable terminal to connect to Internet and 3rd party WWW

page provider 5 provides WWW pages wherein the banner is located. Banner

gaming system 3 provides said banner(s) and the gaming content is provided from

a casino's 4 gaming server to the banner. User may be connected to Internet by

any suitable means, such as by wireless network 2 or by wired network. Separate

banner gaming system is not obligatory, but the banners may be provided directly

by the casino games network.

In another embodiment the gaming system is arranged to predetermine the output

of the gaming session such as win or lose conditions. Generally said gaming sys

tem calculates a win/loss value for said user to define if there is a win or loss in the

game.

In still another embodiment the gaming system is arranged to accept user-

provided payment or withdraw information and to notify other involved systems

withdrawing money or paying the winnings.

Now the present invention will be described with examples relating to gaming with

Internet-connected terminal such as PC or mobile terminal. These examples are

provided only to enlighten the idea of the present invention and they should not be

considered as limiting the scope of the invention. A person skilled in the art can

figure out several other embodiments which can be applied on different environ

ments, terminals, games and the like within the scope of the attached claims.



Examples

Example 1. The course of a game

Figures 4 and 5 show an example of the server processes when the banner game

is played in the client application.

First the client opens a WWW browser and opens a WWW page provided by 3rd

party. The WWW server receives and processes the query and sends the desired

content to the client. Client WWW browser receives the content and starts to proc

ess it. Additional content may be requested from servers, such as the gaming

banner from the banner server. The banner server tags the client, delivers the

banner content and selects the appropriate gaming banner to the client.

The user activates the banner game with appropriate means, such as with a

mouse click, login, login with an existing user identifier or the like. The banner

server registers the gaming event and carries out possible payment processing.

The user plays the game, the casino determines the win or loss conditions and

sends them back to client. Game account, payment and possible wins are proc

essed. Banner server registers the gaming events and possible other events, such

as the win. Finally, the banner game in the client system shows the game result in

an appropriate manner.



Claims

1. A method of playing a networked game on WWW page, Internet-transmitted

application or other digital image content containing a banner associated with the

game wherein the game content is run or shown on the banner area, character¬

ized in that the game content is provided directly from the client system, from host

pages/system, from banner game service provider's pages/gaming system, from

casino company's pages/system or the like.

2 . The method of claim 1, characterized in that the game event takes place in

the client system, host pages/system, banner game service provider's

pages/gaming system, casino company's pages/system or in combinations

thereof.

3 . The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the game

content is a game application.

4 . The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the game

content contains an application of the client system which fetches or runs the

games/game events outside the client system.

5 . The method of any of the claims 2-4, characterized in that the gaming

events are sent and received by the gaming system.

6 . The method of any of the claims 2-5, characterized in that the game is run

in the gaming system and the graphical output or user interface is shown in the

banner.

7 . The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the client

system is a computer, digi-TV, set-top-box, game console, mobile phone or any

other mobile device or personal digital assistance type of device.

8 . The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that in the gam

ing session

- the game is provided in the client system,

- the player is individualized to the system,

- one or more gaming events are run,

- the player is charged directly or indirectly for the gaming event before, during or

after the event,

- win or lose is determined and reported,



- arrangements of the payments in case of a win are carried out.

9 . The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the user is

individualized by an existing user identifier or other means without a specific reg is

tration to the gaming system.

10 . The method of claim 9, characterized in that said means for individualizing

the user is an already existing gaming account, WWW browser cookie or the like,

phone number, social security number, bank security code, biometric ID, national

or international digital ID, trusted device identification, credit card number, IMEI

code, SIM code, other trusted account identification, digital television terminal ID

code, network address, such as a logical address (e.g. IP address) or a link layer

address (e.g. MAC address), any other suitable code, number or other means of

identifying, determining or otherwise separating and uniquely identifying players

from each other, which identifier already exists before starting the gaming session.

11. The method of any of the preceding claims, characterized in that the game

is selected from casino games or other traditional money games, any entertain

ment game, quiz show, scratch ticket, any game providing the gaming event in

stantly or providing a sum of several gaming events, and games providing the wins

in a sustained way, such as an online Formula game wherein the wins are deliv

ered after a certain time

12 . A gaming system comprising

- a client system, and

- an application provided in the client system containing a gaming section banner

area, wherein

- the gaming system is arranged to run or show the game content on the banner

area, characterized in that the gaming system is arranged to get the banner game

content from the client system, from host pages/system, from banner game ser

vice provider's pages/gaming system, from casino company's pages/system or the

like.

13 . The gaming system of claim 12, characterized in that the gaming system is

arranged to predetermine the output of the said gaming session such as win or

lose conditions.

14. The gaming system of any of the claims 12-1 3, characterized in that the

gaming system is arranged to accept user-provided payment or withdraw informa-



tion and to notify other involved systems withdrawing money or paying the w in

nings.

15 . The gaming system of any of the claims 12-14, characterized in that the c li

ent system is a computer, digi-TV, set-top-box, game console, mobile phone or

any other mobile device or personal digital assistance type of device.

16 . The gaming system of any of the claims 12-1 5, characterized in that the

gaming system is arranged to carry out any method of the claims 1-1 1.
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